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Fair has become the largest food fight in the country. And the bash, which has been running for
more than a century, is threatening to grow even bigger and more embarrassing. After a three-
year battle, the fair has hired a private security company that plans to keep the scrum around
the Midway moving smoothly and out of the way of fairgoers. Fairgoers have been queuing on

Interstate 44 since Monday for a chance at the first free peaches, meat and ice cream, promised
to fair-goers once they pass the pick-a-palooza contest. But fair officials say they can't let the

melee grow like it has in previous years. They've asked the Public Affairs Group of Kansas City,
Mo., which oversees the fair, to beef up security for the event. PAG will outfit nearly 150 guards,
acting as prison guards and traffic cops to keep the traffic moving through the fair. "I've lived in
Missouri for a long time and I've never seen anything like this," said PAG president Nate Padilla.
Fair officials say the crowds aren't as big as in years past. But Padilla said their fair is shrinking.

The annual fair draws more than 800,000 people. Last year, 1 million came to watch the
livestock competitions. Fair officials expect 50,000
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Â .The Department of Agriculture will close Wisconsin’s
dairy farms on June 25, underlining the difficulty of

averting a looming milk shortage. The move is a last-
ditch effort to blunt the effects of a disease that has
already spread across the nation and has claimed 19

lives in Wisconsin. The state is among 12 in the
country affected by a highly contagious and deadly
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animal disease called Mycoplasma bovis. In the United
States, the disease has been identified in 25 of the 50
states and infected more than 2,700 cattle, according
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In Wisconsin, 14
calves have died and four adult cows have been killed
since May 4. Twenty-four cows and three adult bulls
are also under quarantine. AD AD Twenty-four more

cows are being treated for bovine respiratory disease
and chronic wasting, a condition in which animals lose
their ability to walk, eat and drink. The biggest risk of
the disease are young calves and bulls. Many cows
infected with bovine respiratory disease or chronic

wasting are currently in dry heifers, which is why the
dairy farmers in the state are worried that their cows’
milk could soon be tainted. Madison is home to about
300 dairy farms that produce 3 percent of the nation’s

milk supply. But the state is well stocked with other
types of livestock, including beef cattle, and its dairy
farmers are confident that they will find alternative

markets for their milk. “It’s very hard to say we won’t
be able to make milk during the summer,” said Andy

Swenson, a dairy farmer from Prairie du Sac, Wis., and
president of the Wisconsin Milk Processors Board. “But
we will be making a lot of money in the fall, because

the
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It will activate the Windows 7 ISO you copied to your
USB, allowing you to install it. Why Windows doesn't
ask for the activation code? Microsoft could just as
easily have not provided an activation code. They

could have made Windows 7 the first Windows after
XP to be "perpetual activation enabled" (i.e. activate
at the time of a genuine OS / hardware purchase).
Why do we need activation on Windows? Because

Microsoft wants a cut of each Windows license sold. If
Windows 7 were to be perpetual activation enabled,
Microsoft would still receive a cut of each Windows
license sold, but it would not be as lucrative as they

would like. Therefore, when the time is ripe, they need
to prevent people from installing Windows 7 licenses

on any machine they buy. aio = aio * 1.1; }
set_sockets(); print_logs(1); while(1) { print_sockets();
sleep(30); } } static void* io_thread(void* arg) { int i;

for(i = 0; i
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